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The 1–0, 1–1, and 1–2 bands of the 3A system of13CO (c3P–a3P) have been recorded for the first time, in the form of
discharge emission spectra photographed at high resolution. Preliminary rotational analysis suggests that thev 5 1 level of the
c3P state is perturbed in a fashion similar to thev 5 0 level, previously observed by Dabrowskiet al. (1987. I. Dabrowski,
M. Vervolet, and D. C. Wang,Can. J. Phys.65,1171–1177). Rotational combination differences from the 1720 measured lines
have been used to obtain rotational constants for thev 5 0–2 levels of thea3P state, using the Hamiltonian of Brownet al.
(1979. J. M. Brown, E. A. Calbourn, J. K. G. Watson, and F. D. Wayne,J. Mol. Spectrosc.74,294–318). and the least squares
formalism of Curl and Dane (1988.J. Mol. Spectrosc.128,406–412), as modified by Watson (1989.J. Mol. Spectrosc.138,
302–308). Term values for thec3P, v 5 1 level have then been obtained from the line frequencies, and a set of effective
rotational constants for thec3P (v 5 1) level of 13CO has been derived.© 2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

The 3A band system arising as the result of the trans
from the statec3P to a3P is observable within the emissi
spectrum of the CO molecule. The former belongs to a nu
ous group of triplet transitions of the aforementioned molec
Only the 0–v0 progression in several isotopic variants has b
noted so far.

The lowera3P state of the 3A band also participates in oth
transitions such as that of the third positive system (b3S1–
a3P) (1), the Asundi system (a9 3S1–a3P) (2), the triplet
system (d3D–a3P) (3), the Cameron band system (a3P–
X1S1) (4), and the Herman system (e3S2–a3P) (5). Thec3P
tate, in addition to the 3A band system, can be found in
3P–b3S1 bands (6) and intercombinational transition-form

ing systems of a lower intensity, namely, the Tilford sys
(c3P–X1S1) (7) detectable in vacuum ultraviolet. It should
emphasized that the 3A system provides favorable conditio
for the analysis of thec3P state due to the location of thec3P
anda3P states with respect to one another.

The 3A bands system was originally identified at low
ispersion by Asundi (8). At higher dispersion (about 1
/mm) it was obtained by Schmid and Gero¨ (9) and furthe

studied by Gero¨ (10). Geröinvestigated the rotational stru
ture of thev9–1, v9–2, andv9–3 bands and calculated t
preliminary value of the rotational constant of thec3P state
Both Geröand his predecessors regarded thec state as th
3S1 state of an unobserved triplet splitting. This belief w
contradicted by Tilford (7) and by Ginter and Tilford (11),

Supplementary data for this article are available on IDEAL (http://w
idealibrary.com) and as part of the Ohio State University Molecular Spe
copy Archives (http://msa.lib.ohio-state.edu/jmsa_hp.htm).
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who proved that thec state is the P state. Nevertheles
they did not yet state measurable triplet splitting and did
specify thev9 value. It was only Danielaket al. (12) who
photographed the 3A system within the spectrum of t
13C16O isotopic molecule. The observed isotopic shifts
bandheads in relation to the natural molecule enabled
to determine that the value of the quantum numberv9 in the
bands of the 3A system equalsv9 5 0. Klopotek and Vida
(13) and Dabrowskiet al. (6) determined a clear sp
splitting of thec3P state and introduced the correction
the data obtained by Ginter and Tilford (11).

A preliminary account of the 3A band system in13C16O,
presented in Ref. (14), has been recently complemented

akalla et al. (15) with a detailed analysis of the 0–v0 pro-
ression in that isotope.
So far the 3A system has been exclusively investigate

he 0–v0 progression placed in the ultraviolet region within
400–2800 Å region. It was thus decided to detect and an

he previously unobserved 1–v0 progression placed within th
200–2500 Å region of that band system. The investigatio

he 1–v0 progression started with the analysis of the13C16O
isotope, and the previously unknown bands 1–0, 1–1, and
have been obtained.

The major objective of the present paper is to (a) iden
this spectrum region; (b) present a unified description o
a3P state in13C16O for thev 5 0, 1, and 2 levels based
the Hamiltonian of Brownet al. (16); (c) conduct a prelim
inary investigation of the previously unknownc3P (v 5 1)
level and specify its terms values and effective rotati
constants; and (d) calculate new equilibrium constant
the basis of merging individual molecular constants for
a3P state.
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TABLE 1
Observed Wavenumbers (in cm21) and Rotational Assignment for the 1–0 Band

of the c3P–a3P System of the 13C16O Moleculea

a Figures in parentheses denote observed minus calculated values in units of 1023 cm21.
* The lines marked by asterisk are less accurate and not used in the evaluation of molecular consta
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1791-v 0 BANDS OF 3A OF 13C16O
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The emission spectrum of thec3P–a3P band system ha
een obtained in a water-cooled Geissler tube. The tube
lled with a mixture of the molecular gases13C16O and12C16O

with an approximate ratio of about 90 to 10%, respectiv
The pressure in the tube was about 10 Torr. The tube
activated at 3 kV and 50 mA ac. The spectra were observ
the 11th order for the 1–0 band as well as in the 10th orde
the 1–1 and 1–2 bands due to the use of a 2-m Ebert sp
graph (PGS-2) furnished with a 651-grooves/mm gra
blazed at 1.0mm (the total number of grooves equals 45 6
Reciprocal linear dispersion was equal to 0.040–0.048 nm
and theoretical resolving power was about 450 000–500
The exposure of ORWO UV-1 plates varied from 3 to 25

The standard thorium lines (17) calculated from a number
orders and emitted by the water-cooled hollow-cathode
were used as the calibration spectrum. Next, the plates wi
appropriate spectra were measured by an automatic comp
constructed in our laboratory. The plates’ position was in
ferometrically controlled, whereas the contour of lines
photoelectrically measured point by point.

The line center was calculated by the nonlinear least-sq
procedure. The least-squares method was implemented
the wavenumbers of thorium lines, which allowed us to ob
the 9th order interpolation polynomial. The standard devia
of this fitting for 130–160 calibration lines was about (3
5.4)3 1023 cm21. The same polynomial coefficients were th
employed to calculate the values of wavenumbers of CO
accuracy of a singular divided line with a good line/ba
ground ratio was evaluated to be about 0.005–0.010 cm21.

Many lines were nevertheless blended due to the comp
of the triplet spectrum, whose lines, even at high resolu
(0.040–0.048 nm/mm), form joint contours which unfo
nately are difficult to fit. The largest number of single lines
be encountered solely for the branchesR33ee andR33ff from J 5
20 to 25 and for the branchesP13ee andP13ff from J 5 4 toJ 5

5. However, it should be noted that those lines are very w
ll these reasons and the overlapping of the spectrum lin

12C16O cause blending of the majority of lines in the 1v0
progression, particularly in the bandheads. Blended line

TABLE 4
Summary of Observations and Analyses of the 1 2 vv(
Progression of the 3A Bands of the 13C16O Molecule

a Number of degrees of freedom of the fit.
b Standard deviation of the fit.
Copyright © 2000 by
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less precision are marked with an asterisk in the tables
were not used to calculate molecular constants.

The major results of this research are featured in Tables
which present the observed wavenumbers of lines, along
rotational assignments for the 1–0, 1–1, and 1–2 band
spectively. Tables 2 and 3 are not printed here but are ava
as supplementary data. A measurement summary of the
lyzed 1–v0 progression of the 3A band system of the13C16O
isotopic molecule can be found in Table 4.

ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS

If one of the 3P–3P transition states is in Hund’s case (
hereas the other is close to Hund’s case (b), i.e., the so-

intermediate case,” the selection ruleDS 5 0 is not applica
le. Thus, in the following equation representing wavenum
f the lines as differences between terms of the upper staT9
nd the lower stateT0,

s 5 T9 2 T0

5 T9e 2 T 0e 1 G9~v9! 2 G0~v0! 1 F9vi~ J! 2 F 0vj~ J!,

ndicesi andj can have values from 1 to 3 independently.
symbols used in this equation correspond to Herzberg’s
tion system (18). Thus, 27 branches, each of which is sub
to L-doubling, are formally obtained. If the upper state pa
to the pure case (b) and triplet splitting does not occur, som
the aforementioned branches will join together and only
N-numbered collective branches subject toL-doubling will
appear (15, Table 5). The same kind of branching is observ
in the case of the transition3D–3P.

In the 3A band system the lower statea3P is in Hund’s cas
(a), whereas the upper statec3P is in an intermediate ca
close to Hund’s case (b) with a slight measurable triplet s
ting (6, 13). Hence 27 doubled branches should formally
obtained. Nevertheless, due to weak intensity of all thQ
branches (20, Table 3.8), only 18 branches which are collec
and doubled byL splitting, i.e., 36 in total, are observab

TABLE 5
Combination Differences

i 5 1, 2, 3.
x 5 e or f, respectively.
Academic Press
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180 R. HAKALLA
Since none of theQ branches have been detected, all
transitions are either of thee–e or of the f–f type.

The preliminary interpretation of newly observed ba
1–0, 1–1, and 1–2 has been based on preexisting inform
concerning thea3P state (15), as well as the implementation
ombination differences for the upper state and the lower
Table 5). The preliminary analysis of the upper levelc3P (v

1) employed sorted wavenumbers of the 1–v0 progression i
he measured region as theoretically calculated on the ba
he foregoing measurements. These analyses and the eva
ifferences imply the multifarious perturbation of thec3P (v

5 1) level. It seems to be a complex and multistate pertu
tion similar to that in thec3P (v 5 0) level explained b
Ginter and Tilford (11), Dabrowskiet al. (6), and Mellinge

TAB
Rotational Structure Constants (in

Levels of the

a Uncertainties in parentheses represent o
is the standard deviation of the fit in cm21.

b This work (merged results).
c This work (individual results).
d Hakallaet al. (15, individual results).
Copyright © 2000 by
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and Vidal (19). That perturbation is the strongest for 10, J ,
0 for bothe andf parity with energy shifts of approximate
.05–0.4 cm21, as well as the band origin of about 0.3 cm21.

The other rotational levels also seem to be perturbed, bu
observable effect is much smaller than that for 10, J , 20

nd lies close to the experimental resolution.
Due to that multifarious perturbation the fitting of the sp

rum and the calculation of the rovibronic structure const
ere originaly performed for the lowera3P state. The spe-

trum for the individual bands has been reduced by a nonl
least-squares fit with the effective Hamiltonians of Brownet al.
(16). The corresponding elements of this Hamiltonian w
aken from (21) and their detailed description can be found
15, Table 6). This reduction was performed by a separ

6
21) for the a3P (vv 5 0, 1, and 2)

16O Moleculea

standard deviation in units of the last quoted digit,s
LE
cm

13C

ne
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1811-v 0 BANDS OF 3A OF 13C16O
procedure suggested by Curl and Dane (22) and Watson (23)
hich allowed the separation of information for both states

he determination of individual molecular states for the lo
tatea3P (v 5 0, 1, and 2) and term values for the upper s

c3P (v 5 1) calculated with regard toJ 5 1 in thee subleve
of the v 5 0 level of thea3P 0 substate.

The individual constants calculated for thev 5 0, 1, and 2
levels of thea3P state in13C16O have been compared to
orresponding individual molecular constants described in15)
nd represented in Table 6. The term values of the n
bservedc3P (v 5 1) level are featured in Table 7.The nex

step was to determine the constants of the lower state (c
lated with high precision), whereas the matrix given in R
(21) was implemented to describe the upper state. Since a
number of perturbations have been observed in the cour
analysis, and not all of the perturbed states have been i
fied, our model has been restricted to a simplified version
the additional perturbing matrix elements have not been t
into consideration. Only lines withJ , 10 andJ . 20 have

een considered in the least-squares fit procedure separat
ach band. The least-squares merge fit described by Alb
t al. (24) and Coxon (25) has been employed to calculate

TAB
Observed Term Values (in cm21) for th

a Term values for thev 5 1 level of thec3P state are given
b Uncertainties in parentheses represent one standard dev
Copyright © 2000 by
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nal molecular parameters for the observed levels of thea3P
state and for thec3P (v 5 1) level (Table 6 and Table
respectively).

Assuming their traditionally recognized polynomial dep
dence on the vibrational quantum number, the new equilib
molecular constants for thea3P state have been calculated
the basis of the obtained values of rovibronic constants
calculations based on the weighted least-squares metho
results are summarized in Table 9.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present attempt at the first observation of the 1–0,
and 1–2 bands of thec3P–a3P transition at high resolutio
and their analyses considerably broadens and deepen
concerning thea3P andc3P states by introducing prelimina
information about thec3P (v 5 1) level. As a result of th
pectrum analysis, over 1720 spectrum lines have been
ified in the 13C16O isotopic molecule. Those lines comp
1–0, 1–1, and 1–2 bands belonging to the newly observedv0

rogression in the 3A system.
The preliminary analyses suggest that thec3P (v 5 1) level

7
5 1 Level of the c3P State of 13C16Oa,b

tive to theJ 5 1e, v 5 0 level of thea3P 0 sub-state.
n in units of the last quoted digit, in cm21.
LE
e vv

rela
iatio
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182 R. HAKALLA
is perturbed. It also appears to be a complex and mult
perturbation similar to the perturbation of thec3P (v 5 0)
level (6, 19). The perturbation in question under considera
manifests itself mostly for 10, J , 20 and shifts ban

rigins for about 0.3 cm21 in the direction of longer wav
numbers (this effect was first observed by Siwiec-Rytel26)
for the c3P (v 5 0) level in 14C16O).

Due to these multistate perturbations, the fittings of
spectrum using the separative method proposed by Cur
Dane (22) and Watson (23) have been implemented. Th

rocedure allows us to separate the spectroscopic inform
orresponding to the upper perturbedc3P (v 5 1) level from
hat concerning the regular lowera3P (v 5 0, 1, and 2) levels
The terms of thec3P (v 5 1) level (see Table 7) which h
not been previously described and the individual molec
constants for thea3P (v 5 0, 1, and 2) levels (see Table
were thus obtained. These constants are in good agre
with the individual molecular constants presented in Ref.15)
with accuracy of up to one standard deviation, except for tA
andp constants for thev0 5 0 level. Those deviations can
attributed to a considerable number of overlapping lines in
investigated region. The application of the Hamiltonian
Brown et al. (16) to the analysis of thea3P state levels mad
t possible to present a unified and improved specificatio
he regular levels of thea3P state in the13C16O isotopic
molecule.

Due to this complicated and unidentified perturbation fo

TABLE 8
Effective Rotational Constants (in cm21)

for the c3P (vv 5 1) Level of the 13C16O
Moleculea

a Uncertainties in parentheses represent one stan-
dard deviation in units of the last quoted digit.

b Merged results.
Copyright © 2000 by
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c P (v 5 1) level only effective molecular constants h
been calculated (see Table 8).

The empirical constantD deserves special attention.
negative value, as well as its great impact on the calculati
effective constants, proves the hypothesis of Ginter and Ti
(11) as well as that of Dabrowskiet al. (6) that in this case th
constantD accounts for the perturbation rather than for
centrifugal distortion. The effective valueD 5 25.64(13)3
1026 cm21 determined here for thec3P (v 5 1) level of
13C16O cannot be directly contrasted with those specified
Ginter and Tilford (11) D 5 236.2 3 1026 cm21 and
Dabrowskiet al. (6) D 5 260(6)3 1026 cm21, because the
data concern thec3P (v 5 0) level of 12C16O. It can never-
theless be stated that, first, the smallest absolute value ofD
constant for thec3P (v 5 1) level of 13C16O in comparison t
the value of the same constant for thec3P (v 5 0) level of
12C16O brings us to the following conclusions:

TABLE 9
Equilibrium Molecular Constants (in cm21)
for the a3P State of the 13C16O Moleculea

a Uncertainties in parentheses represent one stan-
dard deviation in units of the last quoted digit. All
the constant values have been developed in accor-
dance with the regular equation:

Xv 5 Xe 1 aeS v 1
1

2D 1 · · ·,

except for the value of B constant which have been
developed in accordance with the traditional for-
mula:

Bv 5 Be 2 aeS v 1
1

2D 1 · · ·.
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1831-v 0 BANDS OF 3A OF 13C16O
(1) The perturbation impact decreases in the heaviestC O
molecule in comparison to an ordinary molecule;

(2) the perturbation impact arising due to the increas
distance between thec3P (v 5 1) level and the perturbin
levels decreases, which may be interpreted as follows: the
perturbing thec3P (v 5 1) level lie below thec3P (v 5 0)
evel. Second, thec3P (v 5 1) level has a negative centrifug
distortion constantD which may be explained in terms o
perturbation with a closely located3P state at lower energ
This is most probably thek3P (27, 28) state, which shifts ou

and origins, too. As all components of thec3P (v 5 1) level
are affected, it may be assumed that the3P is not the only

erturber.
The small value ofA 5 1.0684(86) cm21 proves the

conclusion drawn by Klopotek and Vidal (13) that thec3P
electronic state is regular and exhibits only a weak spin–
interaction. This value also proves conclusion made by
rowski et al. (6) that thec3P state is not entirely Rydberg
character. The relatively large value of theL doubling pa
ameterq 5 0.009118(37) cm21 for the c3P (v 5 1) level

in 13C16O is similar to the value specified in Refs. (6, 11, 19) for
he c3P (v 5 0) level in 12C16O. As the aforementione
constant contains direct information on the admixture of th3S
electronic state, it seems reasonable to assume that one
major perturbers (but not the only one) of thec3P (v 5 1)
evel is the closely lyingj 3S1 state.

The final molecular constants obtained as a result o
merge fit have been used to calculate new equilibrium m
ular constants for thea3P state in 13C16O (see Table 9).
follows from the considerations above that the present res
makes a substantial contribution to the study of the 3A(c3P–
a3P) band system, particularly the investigation of the pr-
ously unknownc3P (v 5 1) level.
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